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Topics for today

More Common Lisp
I A quick reminder: Variable binding and scope
I Closures

I In combination with anonymous functions,
I and functions that return functions.
I We’ll implement memoization as an example.

I Macros: Code that generates code.



Some terminology (from Seibel 2005 & Graham 1994)

Binding form
I The expression introducing a variable such as a defun or a let.

Free variable
I We’ll say that a variable occurs free in an expression when the

expression itself does not create its binding.

(let ((x 42))
(foo x))

Scope
I The enclosing context in which a variable can refer to its binding.
I Difference in dynamic vs lexical scope w.r.t. how we treat free

variables in function definitions:
I Lexical scope: determined by the environment of the definition.
I Dynamic scope: determined by the environment of the call.



Some terminology (cont’d)

Shadowing
I When binding forms are nested and introduce variables of the

same name, the innermost binding shadows the outer bindings.

(let ((x 42))
(let ((x "bar"))
(foo x)))



Closures

I Local variables in Common Lisp are based on lexical scoping.

I Enables lexical closures.
I Closure = a function definition + its free variables (as bound in

the enclosing environment).
I I.e. a function with local state.
I Can act as both data structure and program.

I Provides many of the advantages of global variables and OO,
without the disadvantages.

I If objects can be thought of as data with attached functions,
closures can be thought of as functions with attached data.

I Don’t worry; this will all seem obvious as soon as we look at
some examples. . .



count() ver. 1 (no closures here)

I A function count() using the special variable *c*.

(defvar *c* 0)

(defun count (action &optional (n 1))
(case action
(:add (incf *c* n))
(:sub (decf *c* n))))

(incf *c*) → 1
(count :add 4) → 5
*c* → 5
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count() ver. 2: An example using closures

I Another version based on a closure over a free variable.

(let ((c 0))
(defun count (action &optional (n 1))
(case action
(:add (incf c n))
(:sub (decf c n)))))

(count :sub 11) → -11
(count :add) → -10
c { Error: unbound variable ‘C’.
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Recap: Functions in Lisp

I Functions are first-class objects.
I Can be created at run-time, passed as arguments, returned as

values, stored in variables. . . just like any other data type.

I We can reference function objects using #’.

I We can create anonymous functions using lambda.

I The power of closures is often best seen in combination with
anonymous functions (and vice versa).

I You might already have used this combination in settings like:

(let ((n 100))
(mapcar #’(lambda(x) (* x n)) ’(1 2 3)))

where the lambda closes over the free variable n.
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Closures + anonymous functions

I A function that returns an unnamed function with its own closure:

(defun make-count ()
(let ((c 0))
#’(lambda (action &optional (n 1))

(case action
(:add (incf c n))
(:sub (decf c n))))))

(setf count1 (make-count))
(setf count2 (make-count))
(funcall count1 :add 5) → 5
(funcall count1 :add) → 6
(funcall count2 :sub) → -1
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Memoization
I A general technique for speeding up (repeated) calls to a

(computationally expensive) function.
I By caching the computed return values, subsequent calls can

retrieve the value by look-up.

I memoize() below takes a function as an argument and returns a
new anonymous memoized version of that function, with a
closure that contains a hash-table for storing results.

(defun memoize (fn)
(let ((cache (make-hash-table :test #’equal)))
#’(lambda (&rest args)

(multiple-value-bind (val stored-p)
(gethash args cache)

(if stored-p
val

(setf (gethash args cache)
(apply fn args)))))))
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Memoization (cont’d)

(defun fib (n)
(if (or (zerop n) (= n 1))

1
(+ (fib (- n 1)) (fib (- n 2)))))

(setf mem-fib (memoize #’fib))

(time (funcall mem-fib 30))
; real time 27,248 msec
; space allocation:
; 63,594,037 cons cells, 6,721,623,680 other bytes
1346269

(time (funcall mem-fib 30))
; real time 0 msec
; space allocation:
; 31 cons cells, 240 other bytes
1346269
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Memoization (cont’d)

I Our memoized Fibonacci function isn’t taking full advantage of
the memoization. . . Why?

I The recursive calls within the function are still using the original
non-memoized version!

I A quick and dirty fix:

(setf (symbol-function ’fib) mem-fib)

I A good exercise: Write an improved version of memoize() that
does this automatically! (PS: It should also save a copy of the original
function object so we can “unmemoize” later.)

I Other useful improvements we could make:
I Specialized data structures and/or equality tests depending on

argument type.
I Canonical sorting of arguments.
I Support for multiple return values, keyword arguments, etc.
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A Lisp specialty: Uniformity

I Several other languages have adopted Lisp-like notions of
closures, unnamed functions and first-class functions.

I However, the connection between data and program is
particularly intimate in Lisp:

I All based on the same abstract data type; lists.

I When our program is manipulating data, it might just as well be
manipulating code.

I Lisp even provides a way for our code to manipulate itself (before
it’s passed to the compiler): Macros.

I Implement transformations that allow us to extend the syntax of
the language.
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Macros

I Pitch: “programs that generate programs”.

I Allows us to control or prevent the evaluation of arguments.

I Some examples of important Common Lisp built-in macros come
in the form of control structures:

I Conditioning: and, or, if, when, unless, cond, case, . . .
I Looping / iteration: do, do*, dolist, dotimes, loop, . . .

(The latter being the best example of how macros can redefine the syntax of the
language—for good or for worse, depending on who you ask.)

I Also definitions and assignment: defun, defvar, defparameter,
setf, . . .
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Defining our own macros using defmacro()

Important operators when writing macros
I ’: Quote suppresses evaluation.
I ‘: Backquote also suppresses evaluation, but..
I ,: A comma inside a backquoted form means the following

subform should be evaluated.
I ,@: Comma-at splices lists.

(let ((x 3)
(y ’(1 2)))

‘(a (,(if (oddp x) ’b ’c)) ,@y)) → (a (b) 1 2)
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Anaphoric when() (adapted from Paul Graham)

A fairly common situation:
(let ((value (costly-computation)))
(when value
(foo value)
(bar value)))

Could be more compact if the language had pronouns:
(when2 (costly-computation)
(foo it)
(bar it))

Easily implemented with a macro:
(defmacro when2 (test &body body)
‘(let ((it ,test))
(when it
,@body)))
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Example 2: A rather silly macro

CL-USER(53): (defmacro dolist-reverse ((e list) &rest body)
‘(let ((r (reverse ,list)))
(dolist (,e r)
,@body)))

CL-USER(54): (dolist-reverse (x (list 1 2 3))
(print x))

3
2
1

I All according to plan. Or. . . ?
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Unintended variable capture can be a pitfall...

CL-USER(55): (let ((r 42))
(dolist-reverse (x (list 1 2 3))
(print (list x r))))

(3 (3 2 1))
(2 (3 2 1))
(1 (3 2 1))

I Not quite what we wanted. . .
I The variable r of the enclosing let-form is shadowed by the let

in the macro-expansion!
I Remedy: Use gensym() at macro expansion time to create

unique variable names used in the expansion.



gensym to the rescue!

I Below, r is a variable whose value is the (unique) name of
another variable.

CL-USER(56): (defmacro dolist-reverse ((e list) &rest body)
(let ((r (gensym)))
‘(let ((,r (reverse ,list)))
(dolist (,e ,r)
,@body))))

CL-USER(57): (let ((r 42))
(dolist-reverse (x (list 1 2 3))
(print (list x r))))

(3 42)
(2 42)
(1 42)



Other common pitfalls when writing macros

I Unintentionally evaluating arguments multiple times.

I Evaluating arguments in an order unexpected by the caller (i.e.
not left to right).

I A useful debugging tool: macroexpand-1().



Macro-expansion time vs runtime

What happens when we use a macro?
I (1) First the expression specified by the macro definition is built,

the so-called macro-expansion. . .

I (2) . . . and then that expression is evaluated in place of the
original macro call.

I Step (1) happens when Lisp parses the program prior to
compiling, and step (2) when the code is called at runtime.

I Two levels of code:
I Expander code (the code used in the macro to generate its

expansion)
I Expansion code (the code in the expansion itself)



A more useful example; dolist-permutations

(defmacro dolist-permutations (lists &body body)
(if (null (cdr lists))

‘(dolist ,(first lists)
,@body)

‘(dolist ,(first lists)
(dolist-permutations ,(cdr lists)
,@body))))

Observations
I The macro includes calls to other macros, including itself.
I Using self-reference / recursion in macros requires care to not

send the compiler into an infinite loop!
I Recursion in expander code (as here) vs recursion in expansion

code.
I While expanding dolist-permutations we recur over forms, not

values (which are unavailable at expansion time).
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Using our new macro, dolist-permutations

CL-USER(190): (dolist-permutations ((x ’(a b))
(y ’(1 2 3))
(z ’(foo)))

(print (list x y z)))

(A 1 FOO)
(A 2 FOO)
(A 3 FOO)
(B 1 FOO)
(B 2 FOO)
(B 3 FOO)
NIL



For more on macros. . .

I See Paul Graham’s On Lisp:
http://www.paulgraham.com/onlisp.html

I (Out of print but freely available online.)

I Includes several chapters on writing Lisp macros.

http://www.paulgraham.com/onlisp.html


Finally; a note on Lisp and A.I.
I Often hailed/dismissed as “the AI language”.
I While not quite true, there are several reasons for this coupling:

I AI: term coined by John McCarthy in the
mid 1950s.

I Lisp: conceived by John McCarthy in the
mid 1950s.

I In addition to being fast and powerful,
Lisp is particularly well suited for:
I Explorative programming
I Rapid prototyping
I Extending the language itself
I Bottom-up programming (promoting abstractions,

code reuse, shorter and more readable code).
I I.e. stuff that is helpful when writing complex

experimental programs (like AI programs tend to be).

Sadly; McCarthy passed away this Monday (24 Oct. 2011), at 84.
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